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Abstract— With the trends towards more electric aircraft
and all electric aircraft, the electrical power requirements for
aircraft have been steadily increasing, making the interactions
between the electrical system and gas turbine engine significant
and requiring advanced control strategies for safe and efficient
operation of the aircraft. Thus, in this paper, a coordinated
control strategy for a gas turbine engine, an advanced dual
generator subsystem, and energy storage elements with sim-
plified electrical bus model is developed to accommodate large
transient thrust and electrical loads. The bus voltage behaviors
can be regulated by imposing a power rate constraint without
having additional states in the controller design. The energy
storage elements assist the generators to improve system per-
formance as well as the transient bus voltage behavior. The
incorporation of energy storage elements provides the potential
to extend system operation range for future more electric
aircraft and all electric aircraft.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Background

The electrical power requirements for aircraft have been
steadily increasing over the past few decades concomitant
with trends towards More Electric Aircraft (MEA) and All
Electric Aircraft (AEA) [1]. A typical aircraft power system
involves one or more generators connected to one or more
gas turbine engines, integrated with energy storage elements
that provide supplemental electrical power, a distribution sys-
tem and loads. Thus, the large steady and transient electrical
loads affect the operation of the subsystems such as the gas
turbine engines or generators, so the interactions between the
electrical system and gas turbine engine have to be addressed
for safe and efficient operation of aircraft.

Consequently, our objective is to build an integrated,
model-based control capability for an aircraft’s propulsion
and electrical power systems to accommodate large steady
and transient electrical loads while maintaining the operation
of the components and the overall system within a specified
safe range by enforcing appropriately defined state and
control constraints.

In our previous work [2], [3], an integrated control system
framework is exploited using a rate-based Model Predictive
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Control (MPC) approach that accommodates large steady
and transient electrical loads, maintains aircraft flight per-
formance by delivering requested thrust, enforces gas turbine
engine constraints, as well as electrical system constraints,
and reduces fuel consumption. The advanced two-shaft dis-
tributed generator configuration is considered where one
generator is connected to the High Pressure Shaft (HPS)
and the other is connected to the Low Pressure Shaft (LPS)
of the gas turbine engine, and energy storage elements are
considered. In our previous work, the electrical bus model
was not included in the overall system model, and so bus
voltage requirements, such as MIL-STD-704F [4], have not
been considered. This paper extends our previous work by
exploiting a simplified electrical bus model to analyze the
bus voltage behavior and to enforce additional constraints
pertaining to the bus voltage requirements.

B. Literature Review

The growing electrical power requirements of MEA and
AEAs are indicated in [1], [5]. For instance, at least 1.6 MW
will be required for a next-generation 300 pax aircraft [5].
Turboelectric propulsion requires large electrical power, so
three MW generators are considered in [6] and a 40.2 MW
generator is planned in [7], [8]. Furthermore, directed energy
systems are one of the key 12 potential capability areas for
the U.S. Air Force [9] and the electrical weapons systems
rely on high electrical power density, from 0.025 to 4.5 MW
depending on the type [10].

Coordinated control of an aircraft’s gas turbine engine,
electrical power system, and thermal management is required
to accommodate these large electrical loads on aircraft,
but this is challenging as discussed in [11], [12], [13],
[14]. In addition to that, the challenges and possible re-
search directions for MEA with a gas turbine engine, two-
generator configuration, and battery (and/or supercapacitor)
are discussed in [15]. Because of the interactions between
the electrical system and the gas turbine engine system,
integrated control of both systems is necessary. In [16], the
significance of interactions between the gas turbine engine
and the electrical system for aircraft is discussed based on the
engine response when a step change reduction of electrical
power occurs in the simulation. To alleviate the effects
of high dynamic electrical loads on the engine, an energy
storage element (supercapacitor) is exploited in [17]. In [18],
a load management system for generators, contactors, buses
and loads, and a battery of an aircraft is presented based on
load shedding.

One of the most effective control methods with existence
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of constraints is MPC [19], so we employ MPC in this
paper. In our previous work [2], [3], a coordinated rate-based
MPC approach is developed for the control of gas turbine
engine and electrical power system to track setpoints while
ensuring system safety including surge margin constraints,
and the focus is weighted to the gas turbine engine side.
In [20], the voltage behaviors are analyzed with the gas
turbine engine surge margin constraints based on high fidelity
electrical system models using coordinated MPC. However,
the electrical system models are confidential, so the models
are not available for public domain.

In this paper, a Simulink-based Toolbox for the Modeling
and Analysis of Thermodynamic Systems (T-MATS) [21],
[22], [23] is used for the gas turbine engine modeling and
is supplemented by an electrical power system model in
Simulink. T-MATS allows one to model both steady state
and dynamic gas turbine engine operation.

C. Original Contributions

• We use a simplified bus model to analyze bus voltage
behaviors for coordinated control of gas turbine engine
and electrical power system. By imposing power rate
(∆PbusH/gen and ∆PbusL/gen) constraints one can
regulate bus voltage behaviors without including bus
voltage dynamics in the MPC controller, which allows
us to have less complexity of the controller.

• We analyze the effects of energy storage elements to the
system performance and the bus voltage behaviors. Even
with small sized energy storage elements compared to
the load requests, using the energy storage elements im-
proves bus voltage behavior by reducing the constraint
violations.

• We analyze the effects of different size of energy
storage elements to the system. Using the larger energy
storage elements is able to improve bus voltage behavior
as well as overall system performance by improving
tracking accuracy and reducing surge margin constraints
violations that indicates the importance of advanced
energy storage elements for future MEA and AEA.

D. Organization

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
describes plant models and linear prediction model. Section
III formulates the problem and Section IV addresses the
control design. Section V presents the primary simulation
results and finally, Section VI presents our conclusions.

II. MODELING

In this paper, we focus on describing the simplified
electrical bus model, while the details of other subsystem
models can be found in [3]. In this section, models of the
gas turbine engine, generators, energy storage elements, and
a simplified bus model are described assuming the dynamics
of the electrical system are much faster than the dynamics
of the gas turbine engine. The system architecture is shown
in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Overall system architecture.

Each of two generators is attached to the each of the HPS
and LPS of gas turbine engine. Each generator is connected
to its own bus and the energy storage elements are connected
to both buses, so we have two bus voltages to consider.
Consequently, the total electrical power is the sum of the
electrical powers of both buses.

A. Gas Turbine Engine

The JT9D gas turbine engine model provided with T-
MATS package [22] is used to represent engine dynamics.
T-MATS is a Simulink-based tool for thermodynamic system
simulation developed and released by NASA to facilitate
research involving gas turbine engine simulations and control
of the kind pursued in this paper.

B. Generators

The two generators are each connected to different shafts
of the gas turbine engine: one to the HPS and one to the
LPS. We refer to the generator that is connected to the
HPS as the High Pressure Shaft Generator (HPSG) and the
generator that is connected to the LPS as the Low Pressure
Shaft Generator (LPSG). Assuming that the dynamics of
the generators are much faster than those of the gas turbine
engine [24], a simple relationship between the shaft speeds of
the gas turbine engine and the output power of the generators
is adopted based on given efficiencies of the generators; thus,
given electrical power outputs of the generators, the torques
that the generators create on the gas turbine engine shafts
can be computed according to

τEH
=

PgenH

NH × ηH
, τEL

=
PgenL

NL × ηL
, (1)

where PgenH , NH , τEH
and ηH are, respectively, HPSG

output power, the shaft speed, torque on the shaft and
efficiency of the HPSG, and PgenL, NL, τEL

and ηL are,
respectively, LPSG output power, the shaft speed, torque on
the shaft and efficiency of the LPSG. Note that the above
electrical power system representation is suitable given the
specific control objectives in this paper and is justified by the
time-scale separation between the engine dynamics and the
dynamics in the electrical power system. In the subsequent
analysis and simulations, constant values of the efficiencies,
ηH = ηL = 0.9, are assumed.
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C. Energy Storage Elements

The energy storage element model is as follows:

dEj

dt
= −Pj , (2)

where Ej is the total energy stored in the energy storage j,
Pj is power to/from the energy storage j, and j indicates the
type of energy storage element. In this paper, a battery and/or
ultracapacitor are exploited as the energy storage elements,
so j ∈ {B,C} where B indicates the battery and C indicates
the ultracapacitor. Then, the State of Charge (SoC) is given
by

SoCj =
Ej

EjMax

, (3)

where EjMax
is the maximum energy that can be stored in

the energy storage j.

D. Simplified Bus Model with Constant Power Load

Fig. 2: Simplified electrical model.

In this section, we introduce the simplified electrical
system model, depicted in Fig. 2, that allows us to analyze
the bus voltage behavior. While simplified, the level of
complexity in this constant power bus model is suitable for
our purpose. Additionally, we note that constant power loads
are commonly used to represent power electronics loads [25],
[26], that can have a destabilizing effect due to their negative
effective resistance.
Pbus is the power load at the bus, assumed to be constant.

Then,

Vbus = Vgen − L
dIgen
dt
−RIgen, (4)

where Vbus is bus voltage (load voltage), Vgen is generator
voltage, L is a constant value of the inductor, R is a constant
value of the resistor, and Igen is current from the generator
as follows,

Igen = Ic + Ibus − Ies = C
dVbus
dt

+
Pbus

Vbus
− Ies, (5)

where Ic is the current through the capacitor, Ibus is the cur-
rent on the bus, Ies is current from energy storage elements,
and C is a constant value of the capacitor. Substituting (5)
into (4) yields

Vbus =Vgen − L
d

dt

(
C
dVbus
dt

+
Pbus

Vbus
− Ies

)
−R

(
C
dVbus
dt

+
Pbus

Vbus
− Ies

)
.

(6)

Consequently, we have the following form,

Vbus − Vgen + LCV̈bus + LPbus

(
−V̇bus
V 2
bus

)
+Lİes +RCV̇bus +

RPbus

Vbus
+RIes = 0,

=⇒ LCV̈bus +

(
RC − LPbus

V 2
bus

)
V̇bus + Lİes

+Vbus − Vgen +
RPbus

Vbus
+RIes = 0.

(7)

Given the R, Vgen,0 and Pbus,0, the initial bus voltage,
Vbus,0, can be obtained by solving the following equation,

Vbus,0 +
RPbus,0

Vbus,0
= Vgen,0

=⇒ −V 2
bus,0 + Vgen,0Vbus,0 = RPbus,0.

(8)

Given L, R, C, Vgen, Ies, and Pbus, the bus voltage, Vbus
is computed based on (7) and then, Igen is computed based
on (5).

We assume that Ves = Vbus and the dynamics of the
generator are fast enough to supply the required voltage to
maintain the bus voltage. Thus, a PI feedback loop maintains
the bus voltage as a constant value (540 DCV) by adjusting
the generator voltage. The overall bus model diagram is
shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Overall bus model diagram.

The portion of the electrical power at the bus coming
from the generator (Pbus/gen), power from the energy storage
elements (Pes) and generator voltage (Vgen) yield the bus
voltage (Vbus) and current on the bus (Ibus). The PI loop
picks Vgen to maintain Vbus to a constant setpoint (Vbus,ref
= 540 V). The electrical power output of the bus (Pbus) is
computed by Vbus×Ibus. The generator power output (Pgen)
is computed by Vgen × Igen. Then, the electrical torque
(τE) on the gas turbine engine is determined by dividing
Pgen by the shaft speed (N ) of the gas turbine engine then
multiplying by the efficiency (η).

Finally, we note that the electrical parameters, C = 42mF ,
R = 92mS, and L = 1

w2
n×C

= 41.88µH where wn =
2× π × 120, have been selected to mimic the transient bus
voltage response of more detailed electrical system models
[20] and are similar to those used in other studies [26].

E. Linear Design Model

We use the linear prediction model in [3] for the MPC
controller, so details of linear prediction model can be found
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Fig. 4: Overall system diagram.

in [3]. Note that the bus models (states of bus voltages)
are not included in the linear prediction model, instead
we impose constraints on ∆PbusH/gen and ∆PbusL/gen to
regulate the bus voltage behaviors that allows us to have less
complexity of the controller.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Given a gas turbine engine, energy storage elements,
the simplified electrical model with two generators, one
connected to each shaft of the gas turbine engine, a requested
thrust level and (large) expected/requested electrical loads,
determine the fuel to air ratio of the gas turbine engine,
input/output power of the energy storage elements and the
electrical power output of each generator to supply all the
required electrical loads, maintain the requested thrust level,
and minimize fuel consumption, subject to surge margin
limits, bus voltage requirements, and other constraints.

IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN

A. Overall Architecture

The overall system diagram is shown in Fig. 4. One
generator is attached to the each of the HPS and LPS of
the T-MATS engine. Each generator is connected to its own
bus and the energy storage elements are connected to both
buses. Then, the total electrical power of the system (PT ) is
the sum of the power output from the HPSG bus (PbusH )
and power output from the LPSG bus (PbusL).

The MPC controller generates five input signals based on
thrust, power, SoC, power split references and feedback sig-
nals: fuel to air ratio (FAR), required portion of the electrical
power coming from the HPSG at the HPSG bus (PbusH/gen),
required portion of the electrical power coming from the
LPSG at the LPSG bus (PbusL/gen), required power from the
battery (PBreq

), and required power from the ultracapacitor
(PCreq ). The electrical power from energy storage elements is
split to HPSG bus (PesH ) and LPSG bus (PesL). The thrust
(Fg) should follow the thrust reference, the total electrical

power output (Pt) should follow the power reference, the
energy level of each of battery and ultracapacitor (EB and
EC) should follow the SOC reference, and the power split
between the two generators should follow the power split
reference. In addition to that, HPC and LPC surge margins
(SMHPC and SMLPC) have to satisfy the constraints, and
HPSG and LPSG bus voltages (VbusH and VbusL) have to
satisfy the requirements.

B. Optimal Power Split

The optimal power split between the two generator con-
siders the fuel efficiency and surge margin constraints. The
offline optimal power split map decides the power split
between the LPSG and HPSG based on the current thrust
level and total electrical power request. The details can be
found in our previous work [3].

C. Energy Storage Elements Control Strategy

The energy storage SoC is soft constrained between 40%
and 60%. The setpoint for the energy storage SoC is changed
according to the following rule-based strategy:
• When thrust and load are decreased: track high SoC

setpoint, which is 90% in our simulation case study –
charge.

• When thrust and load are increased: track low SoC
setpoint, which is 10% in our simulation case study –
supply.

• When one is decreased and the other is maintained:
track high SoC setpoint – charge.

• When one is increased and the other is maintained: track
low SoC setpoint – supply.

• All other cases: track the setpoint corresponding to the
mid-range between lower and upper limit – maintain
desired SoC.

The basic idea behind these rules is to charge the energy
storage if extra power is available, and discharge the energy
storage if extra power is needed.
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The power split from energy storage elements to each bus
is based on the ratio of PbusH/gen and PbusL/gen. The power
split ratio is defined as follows:

λes =
PbusH/gen

PbusL/gen
=
PesH

PesL
. (9)

The power split ratio, λes, determines the power from the
battery and the ultracapacitor to each bus.

D. Rate-based MPC Controller Design

1) Scaled Model: To alleviate the effects of different
order of magnitudes of the inputs and outputs for the MPC
controller, the inputs and outputs of the linear model are
scaled before controller design. We want to scale the inputs
and outputs such that the maximum value of each element
in the scaled inputs and outputs is one. The details can be
found in [3].

2) Offset State: The nominal linear discrete-time model
can be augmented with extra offset states to compensate for
errors between linear model predictions and the response
of the actual nonlinear system. Then, the offset state is
defined by difference between the actual nonlinear model
and linearized model assuming the measurements or accurate
estimates are available. The details can be found in [3].

3) Rate-based MPC: The design process of the rate-based
MPC controller is now described. The states of the linear
model used for prediction are assumed to be available from
measurements and appropriately designed estimators. The
rate-based MPC design described in this section is for the
system configuration with two energy storage elements and
two surge margin offset states. Other system configurations
are handled similarly.

The discrete-time model is obtained using a sampling
period of 0.01 sec based on the scaled input-output model.
A rate-based MPC controller can be designed to perform
setpoint tracking based on the discrete-time prediction model
shown, without extra offset states, as

δxk+1 = Adδxk +Bdδuk, δyk = Cdδxk +Ddδuk, (10)

where k indicates discrete time instant, A7×7
d , B7×5

d , C6×7
d ,

D6×5
d , and δyk = [δFg δPT δPD δPD EB EC ]T . The

states vector δxk, is [δxNH
δxNL

δxFg δxSMLPC
δxSMHPC

EB EC ]T where δxNH
is the HPS speed deviation, δxNL

is the LPS speed deviation, δxFg is the thrust deviation,
δxSMLPC

is the LPC surge margin deviation, δxSMHPC
is

the HPC surge margin deviation, EB is battery energy, and
EC is ultracapacitor energy. The inputs vector δuk is [δFAR
δPbusH/gen δPbusL/gen δPBreq δPCreq]T , and contains the
deviations in the respective inputs.

The control objective is to follow a requested com-
mand (setpoint) r where r = [δFgreq δPTreq δPDreqmax

δPDreqmin
EBd ECd]T , that is, follow thrust requests, total

electrical power requests, optimal maximum power differ-
ence requests, optimal minimum power difference requests,
stored battery energy requests, and stored ultracapacitor

energy requests, respectively. Then, the state and control
increments are defined as

∆xk = δxk+1 − δxk, ∆uk = δuk+1 − δuk, (11)

and the error between outputs (yk) and setpoints (r) is
defined as

ek = Cdδxk +Ddδuk − r. (12)

Then,

∆xk+1 = Ad∆xk +Bd∆uk,

ek+1 = Cd∆xk +Dd∆uk + ek,

δxk+1 = δxk + ∆xk,

δuk+1 = δuk + ∆uk.

(13)

Equation (13) can be extended with two surge margin
offset states and two compensated surge margin states. The
extended linear prediction model is as follows:

∆xk+1 = Ad∆xk +Bd∆uk,

ek+1 = Cd∆xk +Dd∆uk + ek,

δxk+1 = δxk + ∆xk,

δuk+1 = δuk + ∆uk,

dk+1 = dk,

δx̄k+1 = Fδxk + dk,

(14)

where dk is the 2×1 surge margin offset states vector, δx̄k+1

is the 2×1 compensated surge margin deviations vector, and
F = [02×3 I2×2 02×2]. The cost function to be minimized
is given by

JN =

N−1∑
k=0

eTk|tQek|t + ∆uTk|tR∆uk|t,

subject to the constraints:
δxmin ≤ δxk|t ≤ δxmax, k = 0, · · · , N,
δumin ≤ δuk|t ≤ δumax, k = 0, · · · , N − 1,

∆umin ≤ ∆uk|t ≤ ∆umax, k = 0, · · · , N − 1,
(15)

where N is the prediction horizon, Q is a 6 × 6 diagonal
weight matrix associated with the six errors, R is a 5 × 5
diagonal weight matrix associated with the five inputs, ek|t is
the predicted error k steps ahead when the prediction is made
at time instant t, δuk|t is is the predicted input k steps ahead
when the prediction is made at time instant t, δxmin and
δxmax designate state bounds, and δumin, δumax,∆umin

and ∆umax designate the bounds on the control inputs and
their time rates of change.

Note that the cost function is constructed to penalize
the deviation of power difference between the two gener-
ators (PD) from the maximum power difference setpoint
(PDreqmax

) and the minimum power difference setpoint
(PDreqmin

), where these setpoints are computed from opti-
mal power split ranges. The same weights are used for both
tracking errors. This strategy maintains PD in between the
two setpoints and hence within/in the middle of the optimal
power split range.
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The above tracking MPC formulation can be re-written as
a standard MPC problem (to which standard MPC solvers
are applicable) for an extended system with a larger state
vector,

xextk|t =
[
∆xTk|t eTk|t δxTk|t δuTk|t dTk|t δx̄Tk|t

]T
, (16)

and the extended state prediction model given by

xextk+1|t =


Ad 0 0 0 0 0
Cd I6×6 0 0 0 0
I7×7 0 I7×7 0 0 0

0 0 0 I5×5 0 0
0 0 0 0 I2×2 0
0 0 F 0 I2×2 0

x
ext
k|t +


Bd

Dd

0
I4×4

0
0

∆uk|t.

(17)
For this extended system, the state penalty matrix has the
form

Qext =


0 0 0 0 0 0
0 Q 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

 , (18)

and the control penalty matrix is Rext = R. The prediction
horizon, N=30 and sampling period of 0.01 sec are consid-
ered.

The qpOASES (quadratic problem Online Active Set Strat-
egy) [27] is used to solve Quadratic Problem (QP) for the
rate-based MPC controller. To improve the computation time
for the QP solver, a warm start strategy is adopted.

Note that the states of the bus voltages are not included
in the linear prediction model for the rate-based MPC
controller, but the power rate constraints are imposed to
regulate the bus voltage behaviors that allows us to have
less complexity of the rate-based MPC controller while
yielding good bus voltage regulating performance as shown
in the simulation results. Since the power rate constraints
limit the amount of electrical power from the generator, the
required electrical power may not be supplied instantly, so
load shedding may be necessary. The power rate constraints
are ∆PbusH/gen = ∆PbusL/gen = ±200 [kW].

V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

In this section, different cases are simulated to verify the
effectiveness of the power rate constraints for regulating bus
voltage behaviors and the benefits of the energy storage
elements for the system. To these ends, we design thrust
and electrical power request profiles that contain large step
changes of thrust or electrical power, and combinations
thereof.

The performance metrics are: the total fuel consump-
tion, wf , the average thrust deviation from the setpoint,
FgAvgDev, the average total electrical power deviation from
the setpoint, PTAvgDev

, the number of surge margin viola-
tions, nsmv , the duration of the ith surge margin violation,
tidsmv

, and the maximum amount of the ith surge margin vi-
olation, SM i

MaxV . More details on the performance metrics
can be found in [3].

A. Electrical Power Rate Constraints

The cases without and with the electrical power rate
constraints are compared to verify the effectiveness of power
rate constraints for regulating bus voltage behaviors. Note
that both cases do not include the energy storage elements.
The system responses are compared in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5: Comparison of the cases with and without electrical
power rate constraints: thrust and total electrical power
trackings (left), FAR and power rate (right).

As observed, both cases yield similar thrust and electrical
power tracking, but actually, the case of without power rate
constraints yields better total electrical power tracking as
indicated by PTAvgDev

in Table I because the case of without
power rate constraints is not limited by ∆PbusH/gen and
∆PbusL/gen constraints as shown in the right subfigures of
Fig. 5, so the electrical power is promptly supplied without
the limitations. However, the bus voltage requirements have
to be considered. The bus voltage behaviors between 20 to
20.2 sec and 61 to 61.2 sec are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of bus voltage behaviors of the cases
with and without electrical power rate constraints.

The bus voltage requirements as shown in black solid lines
in Fig. 6 are determined based on the military specifications
for 270 V aircraft power subsystems [4]. As observed, the
case of without power rate constraints easily violates the
bus voltage requirements while the case of with power rate
constraints does not; that implies the power rate constraints
successfully regulate the bus voltage behaviors to meet the
requirements. However, at the extreme situation (very large
short period electrical power request with constant thrust
level), as shown in HPSG bus between 61 to 61.2 sec in
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TABLE I: Performance metrics comparison.

W/O constraints W/O ES With ES With Large ES
Wf [Kg] 65.62 65.62 65.64 65.60
FgAvgDev [lbf] 154.21 154.51 152.28 133.13
PTAvgDev

[KW] 2.0859 3.0632 2.3448 2.1151
nsmv [times] 3 3 3 2
tdsmv [s] 1.81 / 1.33 / 0.94 1.81 / 1.33 / 0.95 1.71 / 1.16 / 0.92 1.58 / 0.73
SMMaxV [%] 0.99 / 1.59 / 2.60 0.99 / 1.59 / 2.63 0.95 / 1.20 / 2.25 0.82 / 0.80

Fig. 6, the case of with power rate constraints also slightly
violates the bus voltage requirements. This implies the need
of energy storage elements for the extreme situations to
extend system operation ranges.

B. Energy Storage Elements

Thus, the cases without and with energy storage elements
(battery-capacitor pack) are compared to verify the benefits
of the energy storage elements to the system operations
including the bus voltage behaviors. Note that the size of
the energy storage element is relatively small compared to
our load request. The detailed specifications of the energy
storage element can be found in [3]. The system responses
are compared in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of the cases with and without energy
storage elements: thrust and total electrical power tracking
(left), FAR and power rates (right).
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Fig. 8: Comparison of bus voltage behaviors of the cases
with and without energy storage elements.

As expected, both cases satisfy the ∆PbusH/gen and
∆PbusL/gen constraints, but the case of with energy storage
elements yields better thrust tracking and electrical power
tracking as observed in Fig. 7 and indicated by FgAvgDev

and PTAvgDev
in Table I because the energy storage elements

assist the generator. The bus voltage behaviors between 20
to 20.2 sec and 61 to 61.2 sec are shown in Fig. 6.

As observed, the case of with energy storage element does
not violate the bus voltage requirements even in the extreme
situation, and improves the overall bus voltage behaviors.
However, with the existence of large loads, the surge margin
constrains are sometimes violated with a maximum of 2.25%
as shown in Table I.

C. Large Energy Storage Elements

Thus, the case of larger energy storage elements (10
times larger battery and 10 times larger ultracapacitor) is
compared with the case of original energy storage elements
to investigate the benefits of the larger size of the energy
storage elements to the system operations as well as the
voltage behaviors. The system responses are compared in
Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9: Comparison of the cases of the different sizes of
the energy storage elements: thrust and total electrical power
tracking, electrical power from the generators (left), surge
margins (right).
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Fig. 10: Comparison of bus voltage behaviors of the cases
of the different sizes of energy storage elements.
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Because the electrical power from the generators side is
reduced in high load situations for the case of with larger
energy storage elements, it yields better thrust tracking and
electrical power tracking as observed in Fig. 9 and indicated
by FgAvgDev and PTAvgDev

in Table I. In addition to that,
the case of with larger energy storage elements reduces the
number and magnitude of the surge margin violations which
implies safer operations.

The bus voltage behaviors between 20 to 20.2 sec and 61
to 61.2 sec are shown in Fig. 10. As expected, the case of
with larger energy storage elements yields better bus voltage
behaviors which implies the system can handle more loads.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a coordinated control strategy for a gas
turbine engine, an advanced dual generator subsystem, and
energy storage elements with simplified electrical bus model
for MEA and AEA is developed to accommodate large
transient thrust and electrical loads. Especially, the simpli-
fied electrical bus model is exploited and the bus voltage
behaviors as well as the system operations are analyzed
for different cases: with and without power rate constraints,
with and without energy storage elements, and different sizes
of the energy storage elements. The single rate-based MPC
design is exploited for the entire simulated operating range.

The simulation results indicate that without including bus
voltage dynamics in the MPC controller, voltage behaviors
can be regulated to satisfy the bus voltage requirements
by imposing power rate (∆PbusH/gen and ∆PbusL/gen)
constraints. The energy storage elements assist the system
to have better bus voltage behaviors that reduces the bus
voltage requirements violations as well as better setpoints
tracking. The larger energy storage elements improve the
overall performance of the system that promises potential of
system operation ranges extensions, so the advanced energy
storage elements are one of the important subsystems for the
future MEA and AEA.
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